Pasoday Products Ltd

Pasoday Products Ltd is a member of eBay's Verified Rights Owners (VeRO) Program. Pasoday Products Ltd manufactures all of the Flip-In Hair®, Flip-In® and Flip® hair extension products.

Flip-In Hair®, Flip-In® and Flip® are protected as registered trademarks in many countries around the world including the UK, USA, Australia, New Zealand and Europe. The trademarks are owned by IP Holdings Ltd and licensed to Pasoday Products Ltd for manufacture and supply.

Pasoday Products Ltd manufactures all of the Flip-In Hair®, Flip-In® and Flip® hair extension products.

The use of any of the listed trademarks without written permission is prohibited. Consequently, if you undertake any unauthorized use of them, it may result in civil or criminal actions against you.

As an Ebay VeRO Program member, Pasoday Products Ltd will monitor eBay auctions and “Buy it now” sales to protect the trademarks Flip-In Hair®, Flip-In® and Flip®.

Although Pasoday Products Ltd works to ensure all unauthorized use of the intellectual property is removed from eBay, it is difficult to identify and remove every unauthorized item. The fact others are selling products infringing the listed trademarks does not give you the right to do so. As a seller, it is your responsibility to ensure your auctions do not violate the intellectual property rights of others. Ignorance of an intellectual property violation is not an excuse.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs) FOR SELLERS

Q: Can my auction be terminated or my sale items removed by eBay?
A: Yes, eBay will do this if they have been notified you offer goods, which display unauthorized trademarks.

Q: Can my auction be terminated or my sale items removed by eBay?
A: We will notify eBay of any and all infringements against our trademark, eBay will then take appropriate action.

Q: Can I use text or images taken from websites, products or packaging owned or created for the Flip-In Hair®, Flip-In® and Flip® brand?
A: No, copying any text or images from websites, products or packaging will be an intellectual property infringement.

Q: Can I resell Flip-In Hair®, Flip-In® and Flip® goods on eBay?
A: Yes if you have purchased a genuine item from us, our website or any of our licensed agents. However, you are not allowed to use any of our imagery.

Q: How can I contact you if I have any queries?
A: We can be contacted using the email address admin@flipinhair.com or via the contact page on www.pasoday.com/contacts